ODE ITC Call – 10/4/2021
Notes provided by Naja Bailey (META) and Catherine Wright (NEONET)
ODE Change Call – The October change call has been cancelled since there were not a lot of changes to
discuss. Please let us know if there are any questions.
FY21 Data Review and Appeals – FY21 Data Reviews for Local Report Card and Finance data will be
closing this Friday, October 8, as will the FY21 Early Learning Assessment appeal request window. ODE
is slowly wrapping up FY21 work.
FY21G Graduate Collection – This collection is still open for a bit longer, so hopefully districts are getting
that taken care of, submitting data, and reviewing reports.
FY22 Funding – ODE did move to using FY22 data for Community School funding; data has been pulled
since our last call and will be reflected in their October payments. December is the implementation date
for the new funding formula, most likely pulling FY22 data for Traditional and JVS schools sometime next
month. ODE is still making updates to make sure it all shows up correctly in the new reports. Encourage
districts to submit their Staff/Course “L” and Student Enrollment “S” data so ODE can begin processing
CTE data and start getting those reports out too.
Q&A
Q: Are there still ODDEX issues today? I was logged in earlier but now getting errors.
A: Over the weekend we got the database updated to a new server, but we are still working on it this
morning. So now we can do some more serious work to clear up issues. There is still an issue from the
service provider today, but it should be resolved fairly quickly.
Q: There are new Received Files (2021_RPTCRD_CCWMRdy_Detail_20211001.xls) in the Data Collector
today, but they aren’t showing points. Will there be more info coming out on that?
A: Yes, there will, but with recent legislation changes to Prep for Success, that report is for this year’s
graduates for next fall’s Local Report Card. We’re still working through the business rules in that law, so
we’re not sure how much of that measure will be produced for that report. There are pieces in the law
that we just don’t have. Things on that file are what we knew we had data for, so getting this file out
early is an effort to allow districts to check some of the pieces in the new measure before “G’ closes
(especially some of the assessments they can report right now). This is not the final version, so at some
point they’ll reflect points, either in the SDC or in a report. We’re still going through the changes in law,
what we can/can’t do, and there will probably be changes coming in FY23, so we won’t have those for a
little while. At some point in the future, we’ll get more details on what we can present.
Upcoming Schedule
ODE ITC Call – Monday, October 18, 2021

